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Abstract—Secure routing in P2P distributed hash table
based systems has been an open subject for several years
due to the importance of the routing protocol in these
systems. Providing security at the routing level is a hard
task because of the open nature of these systems. This
article presents a protocol for reliable routing in P2P
DHT-based systems, which mitigates routing attacks. It
makes use of a quorum topology and a reputation system
to provide security at the routing level. It is shown,
theoretically and by simulations, that proposed protocol
keeps stable the number of involved messages in the
forwarding process, as well as it tolerates up to 30%
of malicious nodes.

Keywords-P2P DHT-based systems; security, threats;
routing; quorum; reputation; Bayesian-systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed hash table based systems are a spe-
cial class of distributed system with interesting prop-
erties such as scalability, decentralization and self-
organization. On top of these systems have been built a
plenty applications such as distributed storage, applica-
tion layer multicast, and so forth [5]. Nevertheless, on
building of these applications has not been considered
security as a main quality attribute, for that exists
several threats to be taken into account.

Providing security to these systems is rather chal-
lenging due to DHT inherent features. According to
Sit and Morris [28], threats against these systems
comes from anywhere. In fact, they identified sev-
eral attacks, and further classified them into routing,
storage/retrieval and miscellaneous attacks. Particularly
those threats against routing mechanism are extremely
important, since they could compromise the proper
functioning of the whole system.

The routing process is composed of two main sub-
processes: routing table maintenance and message for-
warding. Therefore, a malicious peer could misroute
or drop messages along the path -incorrect lookup-
, attempt to corrupt routing table entries of other
nodes - eclipse attack [27][6])-, fool any peer through
joining process in order to induced it into an incorrect
network -overlay partition-, send unused messages or
frequently joining/leaving the overlay network.

Although there are several works that have addressed
this problem [33], these works are isolated, namely,
only focusing on a specific system or attack; they even
do not consider performance issues as number of mes-
sages. This paper presents a protocol that extends the
underlying DHT to a redundant topology and makes
use of one reputation mechanism in order to harden
the DHT, but mantaining the number of sent messages
stable and being easily coupled to other mechanisms.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents models and assumptions, which are used
throughout all this paper. Section III presents strate-
gies proposed to mitigate the impact of the routing
attack. Section IV presents the reliable routing protocol
SecureRoutingDHT. Section V presents the theoretical
and practical (through simulations) analysis. Finally,
Section VI concludes and gives some perspectives
about future works.

II. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Each DHT system is defined over an identifier space
K, where peers and resources are mapped into. A
closeness metric ρ is used for matching resources to
peers. Commonly, this is achieved by using a proper
hash function h, defined from the peers/resources set
to K [5].

Furthermore, each node p within the system has
at least two different types of links to other nodes,
namely, p maintains links to specific close and distant
nodes. Those links form the so-called routing table,
which is used in the forwarding process. This process
uses a greedy algorithm that has been implemented in
three different ways: recursive, iterative and trace [33].

In recursive routing, a initiator p requests for a
resource and consequently this request is forwarded
by each intermediate peer to a next one independently.
Whenever this request has reached to the responsible
node, the reply is sent directly to the initiator or
forwarded back by peers on the reverse path. Unlike
previous, initerative routing each intermediate peer
sends contact information of next peer back to the
initiator, hence p will be able to contact directly to the
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next peer. As a consequence, p is able to detect mis-
behaviour peers through techniques based on structure
of DHTs, nonetheless the latency of the forwarding
process is augmented.

Finally, tracer routing is a combination from both
previously introduced techniques [35]. In this mecha-
nism, each intermediate node must forward the mes-
sage to next peer but also sends contact information of
next peer to the initiator. Therefore, p knows about the
entire process but routing latency is not affected.

In connection with the security model to be con-
sidered, it is supposed that there is a mechanism that
randomly assigns a nodeid to each new peer. In fact,
this can be accomplished by coupling our proposal to
other ones whose goal is to mitigate the Sybil Attack
[1][17]. As a consequence, only a fraction of malicious
peers exist during a period of time, as well as peers
are uniformly distributed over the DHT. Moreover,
a malicious peer can discard, generate or incorrectly
forward any message. This model is widely known as
random fault model [4], where a peer is malicious with
probability at most f .

III. SECURE ROUTING IN DHT-BASED SYSTEMS

There are several proposals that try to mitigate rout-
ing attacks. In previous work [33] , we classified these
strategies based on how attacks are addressed, namely,
we identified three styles of solutions: those based on
message redundancy, those based on malicious node
detection and those trying to avoid malicious nodes by
computing trust profiles of other peers.

As far as redundancy-based strategies are concerned,
the requester sends several messages in order to in-
crease the probability of reaching the responsible peers.
In this style of solution, two approaches were identi-
fied: multi-path routing, where the requester peer sends
a message among its neighbours, hence it is being
forwarded to the responsible peers through multiple
paths [4][11][15][23]. On the other hand, in wide-path
routing strategies, peers are re-arranged in groups (quo-
rums), hence the initiator peer broadcasts the request to
each peer within its group, afterwards the message is
broadcasted at same way by other peers until it reaches
the destination quorum [19][24][36].

Concerning malicious node detection techniques, the
sender detects a malicious node by verifying whether
an invariant of the system is fulfilled - one of the most
used invariant is that each hop is closer to the target
during lookup process-. Otherwise, the sender requests
to a previous considered-good node for another peer,
in order to continue with the search [20][21][29][34].

Incidentally, strategies based on trust profile at-
tempt to measure, under a well defined mechanism,
which peers are the more suitable in the forwarding
process. These mechanisms have been implemented
using reputation systems and social networks. The

former allows each peer to construct the profile of
other peers using historical data and recommendations
[9][21][24][25][26].

Conversely, those using social network build the
trust profile of peers based on features of the social
network graph. For instance, Sprout [18] relies on
the fact that friends are expected to have a more
reliable behavior than other ones. On the other hand,
the technique introduced by Danezis et al. [7], is based
on sending requests to peers which have appeared a
few times in social graph paths, therefore requests are
balaced over the system.

IV. SECUREROUTINGDHT
This section introduces SecureRoutingDHT, a pro-

tocol to provide reliability in the lookup process. In
essence, this section presents decisions that were taken
into account for constructing this protocol.

A. Routing Protocol Construction

The routing protocol is defined over a redundant
structured topology that is organized into several
groups of peers called quorums. These groups are con-
nected among them and are constructed by augmenting
the routing table. A quorum provides flexibility and
diversity for selecting a peer during the lookup process,
as well as storing multiples replicas of an object and
cooperating among peers.

Each peer p in a redundant topology, maintains three
levels for routing information:

1) Peers within its quorum: the peer p has links to
all peers in its quorum.

2) Peers in other quorums: For each contact peer,
q, of p, it maintains links to all peers within the
quorum of q.

3) Backpointers: p maintains pointers to the peers
pointing to it.

The aforementioned construction suggests that the
overlay structure is strongly connected (redundant).
Hence, some of the attacks previously introduced are
hardly to lunch. In fact, with this structure, each node
can verify their links so as to detect lunched routing
poisoning and unsolicited message attacks.

1) Protocol: SecureRoutingDHT makes usage of
the recursive style routing; but, during the process,
each peer is provisioned of a selection function (Repu-
tation mechanism) that chooses the most reliable peer
within the next quorum, to send the request. Finally,
at penultimate node, the request is broadcasted to a
subset of peers within the last quorum, thus resistance
to storage and retrieval attacks is provided. Figure 1
illustrates, in a general fashion, how the routing process
is performed by SecureRoutingDHT.

Let Qk be a quorum at k − th step of the routing
process, Rqp be the reputation of peer q maintained by
p and h be the average number of steps to reach the
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Figure 1. Routing Process

target. Now, let us suppose a peer p ∈ Q1 (initiator)
requests for key k, so the protocol works as follows:
• p constructs a set of peers, S , whose reputation

value exceeds a threshold u (configuration param-
eter). Formally, S = {q ∈ Q2|Rqp ≥ u} and for
completeness S = Q2 if S = �. Now, peer p
randomly chooses a peer q2 from S and sends
the request. This random selection allows feeding
the reputation mechanism.

• Let p = q2 and repeat step 1 until reaching
quorum Qh−1.

• Finally, qh−1 sends the request to each node
within a subset D ⊆ Qh, which is responsible
for storing k.

2) Routing Protocol Maintenance: Each overlay
network needs a process to keep up to date the
organization of the peers within it. This process is
time consuming since it is performed frequently, but
it is even more consuming in quorum based overlay
networks because of its higher number of links among
peers. However, there is a trade-off between security
and performance.

Whenever a peer p is joining to the network, it
contacts another peer q by sending its corresponding
membership token. At that point, q validates the token
sent by p. Afterwards q forwards a join message with
identifier idp. As soon as q receives the responsible
quorum, it sends back to p. At that stage, p is able to
notify to each neighbour, allowing them to update their
routing information. Finally, p performs a similar pro-
cess by sending multiple queries, which depends on the
underlying DHT, in order to build of other quorums.
Moreover, for each formed quorum, p notifies them, so
as that they can update their backpointer information.

B. Reputation Mechanism

The proposed reputation mechanism was designed
by taking into account three components suggested

by Hoffman et al. [12]. These components are: (1)
Formulation, (2) Calculation, and (3) Dissemination.
The first one defines the reputation metric foundations
and the information sources. In turn, the second one
describes the formulae to compute the reputation of a
peer, and finally, the third one defines the interaction
mechanisms among peers.

1) Formulation: Since the routing process is recur-
sive, a peer is only able to compute ratings in accor-
dance with the success or failure of sent messages.
Thus the reputation-updating process is realized by
asking recommendations or through own interactions.
Accordingly a 4-tuple (Ee, Ef , Re, Rf ) is defined,
where variables Ee and Ef are two events, reprsenting
if a message is forwarded successfully or not respec-
tively. In turn, Rf and Re are events representing
whether a recommendation is considered as biased or
non-biased respectively. As it can be noted, a peer only
assigns reputation values to peers within its routing
table.

2) Calculation: There are several ways to compute
the reputation of a peer, namely, average ratings, trust
models or Bayesian models and so forth [13]. On the
one hand, models based on simple average are not
appropriate since they do not allow representing the
context adequately. On the other hand, trust models
and Bayesian systems, which have been extensively
studied and proved as equivalent, are more adequate
because of their properties such as context evaluation,
easy computation, extensibility in terms of number of
variables and aging [14]. Moreover, Bayesian reputa-
tion systems are those based on the Dirichlet function,
for that allowing the definition of several variables
[14].

Let X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xk} be the set of k random
variables, which represent the events of the observa-
tions and pi be the probability function for Xi which
satisfies

∑k
i=1 pi = 1.

The computation Dirichlet function is not practical;
as a consequence this value is calculated as [14]:

℘ = Σkj=1τj
~S(Xi) (1)

where ~S(Xi) = E(~p(Xi)|~r,~a) = ~r(Xi)+W ·~a(Xi)

W+Σk
j=1

~r(Xj)
is

the expected value of Xi and values 1 ≤ τj ≤ k are
weights.

Note that, if τj = 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, ℘ will be
equal one. In addtion, ~a is the base rate vector over the
state space and W is a weight, which is typically set
to 2, but W could be chosen higher in order to reduce
the influence of new evidence over the base rate [14].

Observations are accumulated as a vector ~R =
(R1, R2, · · · , Ri, · · · , Rk) by each peer. If an event
which affects to variable Xi is detected, ~R will be
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updated by performing ~R = ~R + Ii, where Ii is the
identity vector.

For aging observations, let My,t be the set of peers
that collect observations during a interval time t for an
agent y, ~rxy be the vector of observations collected by
x for y in the same interval. Now let ~ry,t be the set
of the total observations in the interval t for agent y,
hence ~ry,t = Σx∈My,t

~rxy . Furthermore, vector ~R can be
updated by computing ~Ry,t = λ ~Ry,t−1 + ~ry,t, where
0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. As it can be noted, a higher value of λ
gives more priority to historical data.

Finally, the reputation of a peer is calculated as
follows

℘ = τEe
~S(Ee) + τRe

~S(Re) + τEf
~S(Ef ) + τRf

~S(Rf ) (2)

where τEe
= 1, τRe

= 0.5 and τEf
= τRf

= 0.
These assignments give a higher priority to successful
messages, because they are performed more frequently.

3) Dissemination: There are two sources of infor-
mation: direct and indirect. The former encloses the
interactions which a peer has with other peers, and the
latter comprises the provided recommendations from a
peer.

The recommendation process builds a set of peers
built from known quorums and asks for a recommen-
dation to each peer within it of another peer. Each
provided recommendation is sent back by using the
Piggyback protocol. As soon as recommendations are
received, those are classified as biased or non-biased
by performing the following classification algorithm:

Suppose that p asks for recommendations for a peer
r to a group of peers Cr. At that point, there is
expected that each peer c within Cr sends to p the
corresponding recommendation as a vector ~Rcr,t. As
soon as a defined time has elapsed, p computes the
local reputation value of r, ℘pr , as well as ℘cr for each
received recommendation from c ∈ Cr. These values
are computed with ~Rcr,t and the local base vector ~a.
Afterwards, p computes the following

σ =
√

Σc∈Cr (℘p
r−℘c

r)2

|Cr| (3)

Now, let us consider the interval I = [℘pr − k ·
σ, ℘pr + k · σ], where k is a positive constant that
generally is setted to 1. The classification method
arranges each received-recommendation ℘cr, as biased
or non-biased, if ℘cr is within the interval or not
respectively. For those peers which sent a considered-
biased recommendation, the corresponding variable
Rf is incremented by 1, otherwise the corresponding
variable Re is incremented by 1.

Furthermore, a new set of recommendations, E, is
formed with each one of received recommendation
considered as non-biased- these recommendations are

represented as a vector-. From the set E, p only
chooses a few recommendations in order to avoid
that colluding peers try to overstimate/understimate
the reputation value of another peer; and updates the
corresponding reputation value by computing ~Rpr,t =
~Rpr,t + Σc∈Hr (℘pc · ~Rcr,t).
Besides of mentioned components, it is important

to define a mechanism to reduce the impact of churn
to the reputation system. In fact, a peer can take of
advantage of the joining/leaving process to gain a new
reputation value [25]. Therefore, a mechanism that
alleviates this threat must be implemented.

A possible solution is to use the same system
to store these values, even though this would imply
an increment of the number of messages, as well
as adressing new concerns - those related to data
availability, integrity, privacy and access controls [22].
Therefore, this sort of solution is not appropiate.

As a consequence, another strategy is implemented
which takes advantage of the fact that several Sybil
attack solutions assign a fixed identifier to each peer
[1][4][16][17]. Following this, it is likely that the set
of backpointers of the joining peer would be the same,
consequently a local cache is proposed in order to store
calculated reputation values of the off-line neighbours.

Since cache size is finite, the implemented replace-
ment policy only maintains reputation values of those
peers which are likely to rejoin to the system (LRU-
based). Each peer is assigned a default estimated off-
line period, called PER0 at first time. In this way,
whenever a peer leaves/joins the system, its backpoint-
ers peers calculate a off-line period PF and update the
correspoding PER by computing PERi+1=PERi ×
α+PF ×β, where α, β are weights which tipically are
set to 0.2 and 0.8, respectively [3].

V. EVALUATION

On this section is presented an analysis of our
protocol regarding the number of messages during
its operations, as well as the probability of success
whenever messages are forwarded.

A. Theoretical Analysis

Theoretical analysis is presented regarding number
of involved messages in the forwarding and main-
tanance proccess, as well as the expected probability
for that a message reaches to responsible peers.

1) Number of messages: Suppose that q1 ∈ Q1 is
searching the responsible nodes of one resource with
id k. Let Q1, Q2, · · · , Qh involved quorums during the
routing process. Note that h depends on the underlying
P2P DHT-based system. Moreover, let D ⊆ Qh be
the set of peers storing key k. Hence, the expected
number of messages to reach D is equal to h−1+|D|.
Particularly, If Chord is the underlying system, there
holds that h = O(log2 n).
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TABLE I
EXPECTED NUMBER OF MESSAGES

Strategy Number of expected Error
messages

Chord [30] log2 n 0

Replica [11] 2|D|−1 log2 n log2 n · (2|D|−1 − 1)
S-Chord [10] |D|2 log2 n log2 n(|D|2 − 1)
QuorumP1
[36]

2 · |D| log2 n log2 n(2 · |D| − 1)

QuorumP2
[36]

(log2 n−1)
1−f

+ 2 · |D| f ·log2 n−1
1−f

+ 2 · |D|

Secure
Routing log2 n− 1 + |D| |D| − 1
DHT

Figure 2. Expected number of messages

Table I presents formulae for strategies analyzed and
its corresponding error. This value is defined to be
equal to the difference between the strategy number of
messages and Chord number of messages. Moreover,
Figure 2 shows how the number of messages is reduced
by SecureRoutingDHT due to usage of the reputation
mechanism. Note that results are roughly equivalent to
Chord, when number of peers grows.

2) Maintenance: The expected number of required
messages during the maintenance process is derived
from sum up each message involved in the update of
the routing table. On the one hand, the number of
expected messages to obtain the corresponding quorum
is (h− 1) + (2r + 1). On the other hand, the number
of expected routing contacts depends on the underlying
DHT, say, Cf , hence the expected amount of messages
is:

Cf · (h+ 2r) (4)

When Chord is the underlying DHT, roughly Cf =
h = log2 n. Moreover, if 2r = log2 n, as in Myrmic
[34], the expected number of messages is 2(log2 n)2,
namely, the complexity is O((log2 n)2). It is important
to notice that 2r = log 2n is a value that increments
failure tolerance, so it is an acceptable value.

3) Tolerance to malicious peers: This subsection
compares the proposed protocol with other approaches
regarding the probability of success when a message
is forwarded, namely, the measure of its reliability.

From threat model, it can be seen that a peer is
malicious with a probability at most f . Hence that
probability of E1, the event representing a path with
h hops and not containing malicious nodes, is

Pr(E1) = (1− f)h (5)

Let us consider a multi-path based strategy in where
a message is sent through d independent paths. Further-
more, let X2 be a random variable that represents the
number of paths that does not contain any malicious
nodes. Therefore, the failure probability of a multi-path
based strategy is given by Pr(fail)≤Pr(X2=0).

As it is known that a free-malicious path has prob-
ability Pr(E1) = (1− f)h, then the probability that a
path contains at least a malicious node is 1−Pr(E1).
Therefore, the probability of each path would be non-
free-malicious is given by (1 − Pr(E1))d. Finally,
the probability that at least a path is free-malicious,
Pr(E2), is given by :

Pr(E2) = Pr(0 ≤ X2) = 1− (1− (1− f)h)d (6)

Conversely in wide-path-based strategies, a message
is successfully forwarded if at least one peer within
each intermediate quorum is not malicious. Let E3

be the event that one message has been forwarded
successfully. It is clear that the probability that, in
a quorum of size d, will be there at least one non-
malicious peer is 1− fd. Therefore,

Pr(E3) = (1− fd)h (7)

For our protocol, analysis is based on that introduced
in [26]. Let α be the probability that the reputation
mechanism excludes an honest peer and β be the
probability that the reputation mechanism chooses a
malicious peer. Furthermore, let Di be a set of size d
and E4 be the event that a malicious peers is selected
from a set Di of size d. Finally, let E5 be the event
that a peer is selected from a quorum by the reputation
systems.

Evidently Pr(E4) = f ·d
d = f and Pr(E5) = (1 −

α)(1− f) + fβ, where (1−α)(1− f) and fβ are the
probabilities of choosing a honest and malicious peer
by the reputation system respectively. Consequently,
the probability of the event of choosing a malicious
peer in the set Di given that the reputation system has
already chosen one, namely, γ = Pr(E4|E5) is:

γ = Pr(E4∩E5)
Pr(E5) = fβ

(1−α)(1−f)+fβ (8)
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Figure 3. Probabilities of success

As it can be noted, 1− γ represents the probability
of choosing a non-malicious peer within Di. Thus, the
probability of success of SecureRoutingDHT is (1 −
γ)h−1. This new equation is similar to equation (5)
and as can be seen, γ must be smaller than f in order
to increment the probability of success. Suppose that
γ < f and 0 < f, α, β < 1, then :

fβ
(1−α)(1−f)+fβ < f

β
(1−α)(1−f)+fβ < 1

β − fβ < (1− α)(1− f)
β(1− f) < (1− α)(1− f)

β < 1− α

(9)

The above means that whether β is sufficiently
small, the probability of success of SecureRoutingDHT
will increment. For instance, setting to f = 0, 25,
n = 4000, h = log2 n and α = β = 0, 05,
the probability of success of SecureRoutingDHT is
82%. Figure 3 shows the probability of success of the
strategies analysed.

As it already has been shown, strategies based
on wide-path have a higher probability of success.
However, the number of sent messages is higher than
other strategies (Figure 2). In turn, the introduced
protocol provides an acceptable probability of success
while using a smaller number of messages, moreover
it can tolerate theoretically up to a fraction of 35% of
malicious peers.

B. Simulation

Simulations were performed by using Overlay-
Weaver [31]. These were carried out during a period of
time, where relevant information was collected in order
to measure the number of messages and the probability
of success.

The deployed scenarios to evaluate the protocol are
described below.

1) Scenario 1 (scalability): Deploying up to 4000
nodes and issuing of requests for a selected key

Figure 4. Number of messages in the simulation

Figure 5. Probability of success in the simulation

in order to compute the average of number of
messages per query.

2) Scenario 2 (tolerance): Deploying 4000 nodes
and uniformly distributing a fraction f of mali-
cious peers, in order to evaluate the probability
of success if f is incremented.

Next results are presented according to the scalabil-
ity and tolerance of malicious peers.
Scalability: The test was performed by choosing ran-
dom peers and a key k over the system. Each random
chosen peer issues a request for the key k and finally
the average of messages per query is computed. Fig-
ure 4 shows obtained results for Chord, Replica and
SecureRoutingDHT. As can be noted, results support
the scalability of SecureRoutingDHT in terms of the
number of messages.
Tolerance to malicious peers: The test was performed
by uniformly distributing a fraction f of malicious
peers over the system, namely, f · 4000 peers are
randomly chosen and considered as malicious. In this
scenario a malicious peer does not cooperate with the
routing process.

Figure 5 shows results that are obtained for Chord,
Replica and SecureRoutingDHT. As it can be noted,
the introduced protocol exceeds the probability of
success than those guaranteed by Chord and Replica
and to tolerate up to 30% of malicious peers, which
is an acceptable value due to the fact that solutions to
theSybil attack try to limit the number of misbehaivours
peers.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

P2P systems were created without any security con-
siderations; thus, there are a lot of attacks against them,
such as sybil, eclipse, routing, storage and retrieval
attacks. As the routing process is one of the most im-
portant mechanisms within the context of P2P systems,
this paper addressed threats against this process.

The paper introduces SecureRoutingDHT, a reliable
routing protocol that aims to mitigate routing attacks
and provide direct access to all replicas of a requested
resource. This protocol is compatible with several
solutions to the sybil attack and it is decoupled from
the underlying P2P DHT-based system. As well as
reduces the number of messages in comparison with
those consumed in S-Chord [10], Replica [11] and
Quorum [36].

Furthermore, a theoretical and practical (through
simulations) analysis of the protocol are presented,
concerning its scalability in terms of number of sent
messages and tolerance to malicious peers. Particularly,
when SecureRoutingDHT is built on top of Chord,
it was theoretically shown that the expected number
of messages is log2 n − 1 + |D|, as well as that
the expected number of sent messages during the
maintenance protocol is log2 n · (log2 n + 2r). The
above evidences the dependency to churn rates. Finally,
as for the reliability, the benefits that were obtained are
significant, since that our protocol behaves fairly well
up to a 30% percentage of malicious nodes.

Finally, it would be interesting to evaluate perfor-
mance and probability of success of proposed protocol
whenever iterative routing is implemented. Addition-
ally, consider other possible mechanisms to obtain rec-
ommendations, indeed, there can be taken advantage of
back-pointer information for enriching the recommen-
dation process. There is a need for an implementation
of this protocol, as well as a set of software libraries,
in order that there could be built new applications that
take advantage of it.
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